Introduction
Loader is widely applied in the field of engineering because it has strong adaptation, high efficiency and application of common characteristics. As the research object, the stress and deformation of lift arm is calculated by ANSYS software in this paper. The dangerous section is got by analysis. We can improve the loading ability and prolong life by the design improvement according to the analysis result. At first loader lift arm is modeled in ANSYS, and a nearly realistic model is obtained. Then the model will be meshed and be given corresponding local restrictions and loads, and be solved. Under different working conditions stress nephogram and displacement nephogram can be got. Thus we can do analysis, evaluation, and timely finding the defects and weak links in order to put forward the optimization and improvement scheme. And it will not affect the entire product development and design cycle. 
The finite element model of loader lift arm
The finite element model for loader lift arm model is built by using the bottom-up method in ANSYS software in order to analyze it. It is shown in Fig.3 . Global Settings are used on arm mesh with the grid size of 20. It is shown in Fig.4 . 
Boundary conditions and solving
Constraint part is hinge point A of loader lift arm，all constraints are imposed on internal hole surface. It is shown in Fig.5 . The load part is the loader lift arm hinge points P. It is shown in Fig.6 .
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Fig5.The constraints of the loader lift arm Fig6. Load of the loader lift arm Displacement diagram and stress nephogram of the lift arm is got by the solution of ANSYS. It is shown in Fig.7 and Fig.8 . The material of loader lift arm is 16 Mn, yield stress is 345 Mpa, safety coefficient is 1.5, and the allowable stress is 240 Mpa. It is shown in Fig.9 and Fig.10 . Fig.7 , the stress of the lower arm, the beam, the rib and the supporting plate (blue area) is 0 to 16.7Mpa, and the stress is small. The main stress concentration is mainly on the lift arm hinge point. The upper hole (yellow and red area) on the lift arm is 133Mpa to 150Mpa, which is the most dangerous area, but not more than the allowable stress of 240MPa.
Modal analysis of loader lift arm impose constraints
The analysis model was established in ANSYS. Constraints were imposed in the lift arm on the hinge point of the two holes after the definition of material properties, and meshing. It is shown in Fig.11 .
Modal analysis results
The first five natural frequencies shown in Fig.12were got from analysis. The smallest is 0.01717 Hz. Figure 11 . Apply constraints to the boom Figure 12 . Natural frequency The vibration modes of first four model were shown in Fig.13-14 . 
Conclusions
The weak place in the lift arm is found after the structural static analysis. It is good for our improvement of new loader. The natural frequency and vibration shape is got by the modal analysis. It can help us to avoid the resonance and the transformation in our new design.
